
 

 

CBM Kids: Now You Know Guide 

How To Make Animal Masks  

Supplies:  Paper plates, Scissors, Glue, Computer paper, String, and Markers/ Crayons / Colored 

pencils (Extras: Glitter, Rubber bands, Feathers, Jewels and Glitter) 

TIGER MASK: Mark the places where your eyes and mouth will be. To measure, hold up the 

mask to your face and mark the spots where your eyes are 

1. Draw and cut the eyes: Draw two big circles 

for your tiger’s eyes, then fold the paper in half 

and careful make little cut on the top and bottom 

of the eye. That will make it easier to slide the 

scissors underneath and cut out the eyes  

 

2. Draw and cut the mouth: For the mouth 

of the tiger you want to start by drawing a little 

hill where the nose will be. Than you want to draw a line down each side to connect it, 

so it will be a non- pointed triangle. Next add a smile, and connect a line halfway down 

the middle of the nose. To finish, make two half circles connecting from the line to the 

smile. Fold in half and cut them in the same way you cute the eyes out. 

 

3. Now you decorate your mask however you like!!: You can make a white and black 

tiger, a happy tiger, an orange tiger or even a rainbow tiger. Creativity is at your 



 

 

fingertips. Lastly, punch in holes on the side and tie a string onto each hole and play 

away!!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEAR MASK: Mark the places where your eyes and mouth will be. To measure, hold up 

the mask to your face and mark the spots where your eyes are.   

1. Draw and cut the eyes: Draw two big circles for your bear’s eyes and to cut them out by 

folding the paper in half and carefully making little cuts on the top and bottom of the 

eye. That will make it easier to slide the scissors underneath and cut out the eyes. 

 

2. Cut the nose and mouth: You’re going to use one of the eyes that you cut out or you 

can cut a circle from a different piece of paper if you do not like the ones you have. And 

the mouth is just an open smile. 

 

3. Draw and cut the ears: You want your ears to be half 

circles and you can use another paper plate or computer paper 

to cut out the ears. First you’re going to take a piece of a paper 

draw a circle, cut the circle out than open the circle and cut it in 

half.  

 

4. Color it in: You’re going to want to start coloring your 

mask. You want to color the ears and nose before they get glued on  

 

5. Glue it: You are going to want to glue on the ears and nose and let it dry. Make sure you 

punch holes in the side, tie a piece of string to each hole, tie your mask up and have fun!!  

 

 


